A BOUQUET OF LOVE ANTHOLOGY
Second Chance at Love - P.L Harris
Ten couples not looking for love find something unexpected when they visit
Serendipity Bridal Boutique, Kate Peron’s vintage-styled salon. Love is in the
air and it’s about to blow into their lives, bringing fortunate accidents of the
heartfelt variety to those lucky enough to walk through Serendipity’s doors.
A man comes to Eagle Point to stop a wedding. A magazine editor finds
herself in a cheesy situation. A different kind of bride takes to the catwalk.
Readers will be swept away by this bouquet of stories from ten Australian
authors – stories of healing and second chances, of opening hearts and
minds, of souls connecting and remembering, of temptation and desire. Life
and love in Eagle Point has never been more challenging … or fun!
From cupcake wielding assassins to hilarious blind date set-ups, there’s
something for everyone in this delightfully romantic collection that proves
there can never be too much ado about love.
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P.L. Harris writes contemporary romance, romantic suspense with a twist of mystery
and intrigue. Her books are rich in storyline and location with characters that stay with
you long after you turn the last page. She is published with Serenity Press, Blue Swan
Publishing, Evernight Publishing and Gumnut Press.
P.L. Harris is an award-winning author. Hidden Secrets was a finalist in the Oklahoma
Romance Writers of America’s 2017 IDA International Digital Awards, young adult
category. Callie’s Dilemma, a finalist in the Virginia Romance Writers of America’s 2017
Fools of Love Contest, short contemporary romance short category.
In His Protection was a finalist in the Romance Writers of Australia 2019 Emerald Pro
Award. (Withdrawn due to receiving a publishing contract with Gumnut Press). In His
Protection also won first place in the Colorado Romance Writers 2019 Rocky Mountain
Cover Contest, romantic suspense category. A true romantic at heart, Peta believes
everyone deserves their own happily ever after.

"The heartwarming stories from the 10 authors blended seamlessly.
A new fan of the ten great authors who made romance dance on the
page and come alive. This book is definitely a 5/5 read and I
recommend this book to all lovers of romance."
GOODREADS REVIEWER.
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